BLOCK-AGE
Trigger Question: Prof. Ashutosh Pandey
Dear Esteemed MTCians
Greetings!!
A food for thought
Can success be measured with age or should it be measured with age??
Your opinion is requested
Prof. Arun Singh Ruhela
Thanks for sharing a Really thought provoking question. Success and Age. SO question is What
is Success and What is Age?

What is Success? Fame or Money or Satisfaction of reaching goal or Agility to move towards
new frontier or Retirement or so many more adjectives...

What is Age ? Biological Age or mental Age or Spiritual Age or Experience?

Now I was just reading about
1. MTC by Respected Bholanath Ji and Facebook are started by a relatively Young, and Kodak
bankruptcy one of the old pillars. Do age matters?
------- Vision and Innovation Matters.

2. Mathematician wizard Ramanujan or Swami Vivekananda, both died quite young and a person
of 80 in a remote village as a thrown out baggage by the new family members.
------- Hard work and Integrity matters

3. Old age Rules of Intelligence gathering and Strategies and New communication Devices with
Pin Point Target capacities. Which is more successful..??
------- Experience with Agility Matters

So "MEASUREMENTS" if possible depends on what one is thinking regarding success and age.

At last, if we look in to economies of war..
--------no one is winner on any dimension. even then there are success under different age group
leaders... and when we observe children Campaign against Crackers in Delhi... --------Children

wins... and on the other hand elders gets a ----------back foot when we talk about morality and
honesty in system.
Mr. Ranjit
Hi,
I think that one has to define success for oneself. This requires introspection and is rarely done.
Success as defined by somebody else in some context is the same word but has a different
meaning.
Age on the other hand is far less subjective. Physical Age would get primacy in a truth oriented
analysis.
Also, I think that the definition of success becomes increasingly fuzzy with age. Clarity on this
issue tends to be more at a younger age.
My take away from this is to question myself as to what I want, the achievement of which can
objectively be called success should be an interesting exercise. Better Late than never.

